
 

 

Exercise 4: Effects of Controls 
 

Aim: To teach the effects of the controls in forward flight 
 

Threat & Error Management: 
• LOOKOUT not to focus on the instruments but keep a good lookout for other Aircraft using 

the clock code & beware of Blind Spots. 

• Handing over the controls using the correct terms: 
“Follow me through” – “you have control” – “I have control” 

 

This exercise can be seen to be rather disjointed, however we liken a pilot’s training to building a house, we 
must first build good foundations! The early exercises in flight training are most important as it’s crucial  
that you have a good understanding of the fundamentals, it will vastly improve your flying and make your 
training easier later down the line! 

 
The purpose of this exercise is to demonstrate the use of each control and to observe their effects. It is very 
important at this stage that you understand how each of the controls work and what they do but also you 
observe their further effects and characteristics. This will lead to a better understanding and once you get 
to exercises 6-9 you will be able to anticipate the aircraft’s movements and fly smoother with greater 
accuracy. Due to time constraints, some aspects of the exercise may be covered in subsequent flights. 

 

The main controls are the Cyclic Stick, Collective Lever, Throttle and Pedals, which vary from aircraft to 
aircraft but all have the same characteristics in each aircraft type. 

 
The Cyclic Stick: The cyclic in the R22 is a T bar which allows both you and the instructor to share the 
controls. It is free to teeter around a central shaft; this has no effect to the flying of the aircraft but simply 
gives a more comfortable position of the handgrip for the pilot in control. Most pilots find that the ideal 
position is to rest your right arm on your right leg with your wrist just above your knee and lightly griping 
the control. This will mean that your inputs will come from your wrist rather that your elbow and shoulder 
giving you the finer and more precise control required. 

 
The Cyclic controls the Main Rotor disc attitude and therefore the attitude of 
the fuselage. Moving the cyclic forward tilts the rotor disc forward the 
fuselage then follows the disc. The rotor disc is what we call the area swept 
out by the moving rotors. The cyclic is very light and very sensitive; it does 
not self-centre or provide much feedback. 

 
Forwards Back 
Nose down Attitude Nose up Attitude 
Aircraft Descends Aircraft Climbs 
Airspeed Increases Airspeed Decreases 
Yaw Left Yaw Right 
Roll Left Roll Right 
 
Lateral 
Aircraft Rolls in the normal sense – Yaws in opposite direction 



 

 

Collective Lever: You hold the collective in your left hand and it has a similar movement to your car 
handbrake. It is generally stiffer than the cyclic control and can be let go in forward flight for a short 
time to allow you to adjust radio and instruments. It has a foam twist grip located at its end which 
controls the engine throttle. The lever action collectively increases and decreases the main rotor 
pitch therefore increasing the angle of the rotor blade in relation to the air, when you raise the lever 
you increase the angle of attack thus increase lift; therefore giving us control of the height of the 
aircraft. We will cover this in more detail in Principles of Flight. 

 
Raise Lever Lower Lever 
Nose up attitude Nose down attitude 
Aircraft Climbs Aircraft Descends 
Increase in MAP Decrease in MAP 
Yaw Right Yaw Left 

 
Throttle: The throttle controls the engine RPM which in turn maintains the 
Main Rotor Revolutions Per Minute (RRPM). In the R22 the throttle is a 
foam twist grip located on the end of the collective lever. It is connected to 
a Correlator & Governor both of which automatically adjust the throttle to 
maintain a constant RRPM of 104%. 

Open Close 

To Open the throttle you roll the grip away from you to the left. To close 
the throttle you roll towards you or to the Right. This range of movement is 
about 180°, it can also be held closed in what is known as the detent 
position where the engine will remain at idle speed. 

 

Note that the operation of the throttle works in the opposite sense to a 
motorcycle and outboard motor throttle!! 

 
 
 

Open Increases RRPM - Increases MAP - Yaw Right 

Close Decreases RRPM - Decreases MAP - Yaw Left 
 

Tips: The throttle should be held very lightly. This gives you a comfortable grip and also 
allows the governor to do its job and rotate the grip in your hand. Cup your hand under the 
collective so you can lift rather than pulling it up. This will give you finer control and require 
less effort. 

 

 



 

 

Pedals: These are your foot controls; they work in the natural sense and are inter-connected, therefore 
when you push one pedal forward the other will come back. The pedals are very light and sensitive; they 
are used to collectively adjust the pitch of the tail rotor blades. 

 
This increases or decreases the thrust created by the tail rotor to counteract the main rotor torque 
reaction. In forward flight we use the pedals to keep the aircraft in balance or trim. In the hover we can 
use them to maintain a heading or turn on the spot. The purpose is to vary the amount of anti-torque 
required and is directly related to the power we are using. 

 

The power comes from lifting the collective and is read as manifold pressure. Increasing the collective is 
therefore followed by left pedal to maintain balance or heading therefore lowering the collective 
requires right pedal. 

 

 
Further effects of the lever and throttle: Earlier we mentioned that as we raise the collective lever the 
pitch of the main rotor blades increases and we produce more lift, this in turn makes the aircraft go up. 
However, you never get a free lunch, so as we increase the amount of lift produced we also increase the 
drag on rotor blades, if we did not increase engine power the RRPM would decay. Therefore, to 
overcome the increase in drag and maintain our required 102-104% RRPM we increase the power 
delivered from the engine by opening the throttle. 

 

There is a mechanical cam & pulley device connected to the lever and throttle called a Correlator. The 
correlator assists with the opening and closing of the throttle as we change the power required by 
raising or lowering the collective lever. The correlator will open the throttle as you raise the lever and 
close the throttle as you lower the lever. This device is not very efficient and can over or 
undercompensate with the amount of throttle required, however it is fairly accurate at maintaining 102- 
104% RRPM between 15”- 20” of MAP. 

 
RRPM changes due to speed changes: 
Increasing Speed - Increase in RRPM, This is because the tail rotor and vertical fin become more 
efficient and we require less left pedal (power pedal) this takes power away from the tail rotor and gives 
it back to the main rotor! 

 

Decreasing Speed - Decrease in RRPM, This is due to the reverse of the above! Note that the change in 
speed has a greater effect on the RRPM than the change in disc loading. 

Left Pedal Right Pedal 

Yaws Left 
Reduction in RRPM 
Reduction in MAP 

Yaws Right 
Increase in RRPM 
Increase in MAP 

 



 

 

 

RRPM changes to due to disc loading: 
Cyclic Back - Increase in Disc Loading – Increase in RRPM 

Cyclic Forward - Decrease in Disc Loading – Decrease in RRPM 

Note: This effect is instantaneous but momentary 

Governor: The Governor maintains the RRPM at 102-104% it senses the engine speed using the right 
magneto and will kick in when the RPM reaches 80%. The Governor works by an electronic servo which 
opens and closes the throttle on the end of the collective (it will move in your hand so don’t grip too 
tight!). 

 

The Governor can be switched On or Off using the toggle switch at the end of the collective, ON towards 
you OFF away from you. There is also an Amber GOV light that comes on if the switch is in the OFF 
position, if the Governor fails the Light will NOT come on. The Governor is more accurate than the 
correlator. 

 
Cyclic right trim: In forward flight as we increase the aircraft airspeed we roll to the left, to correct for 
this left roll we must progressively move the cyclic stick to the right as we increase speed to maintain 
level flight. Therefore we end up having to constantly apply right pressure in the cruise. 

 
The cyclic right trim offsets the forces with use of a bungee on the cyclic control. To apply the right trim 
we pull the trim knob out and to remove it we push it in. The effects and use of the trim will be 
demonstrated by your instructor. 
Below 60kts – Trim In 
Above 60kts – Trim Out 

 

Carburettor Heat Control: Another control that you will need to use religiously is the Carb heat control, 
The science behind the carb heat will be explained at a later stage however for now you need to be 
aware to apply it under certain conditions: 

 

Monitor the Carb heat Gauge – Apply Carb Heat to keep the Temperature out of the yellow arc – 
Below 18” MAP or visible moisture, ignore the gauge and apply Full Carb Heat! 

 

Low RPM Warning: We must ensure that there is sufficient rotor RPM to sustain flight, our governor 
takes control of this by maintaining 102-104% RRPM. However if our RPM were to decrease we get an 
advanced warning. If the RRPM decays to 97%, a low RPM Light will illuminate and the Low RPM Horn 
will sound. 

 
To recover the Low RRPM - Lower the Lever and Open the Throttle. 



 

 

 

Air Exercise: 

 Cyclic Stick

 Collective Lever

 Twist Grip Throttle

 Use of Governor

 Yaw Pedals

 Cyclic Trim

 Carburettor Heating

• Effects of Disc Loading – RPM Increase

• Effect of Airspeed – RPM Increase

• Further effects of Collective – Autorotation
 

Discussion Points: 
 Mixture Control

 Carburettor Air Temperature Gauge and Control

 Rotor Brake

 Governor
 Torque Reaction 

Notes:

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


